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bump   jump*  trump 

chump   lump   ump 

clump   plump  

dump   pump   

frump   slump   

grump   stump  

hump   thump  

    

   

    

     

   



  

Cut and Paste: ump 
                                    

                                                           

bump 
 ump  

grump  hump  

jump  pump  

stump  lump  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

   

 
 

 



                Cloze the Gap! (ump) 

Read the following sentences, saying the word “jump” 

when you come to a blank space. Use words from the ump 

family to fill in the blanks and make sense. Reread your 

sentences to double check your choices! 

 

1. I got a       on my head when I fell off the bed. 

2. May I take a       rope out to recess? 

3. My brother is a       when he wakes up too early. 

4. The       truck put a load of dirt in our yard. 

5. We made letters out of a       of clay. 

6. Thumpity,    ,     , look at Frosty go! 

7. Grandpa left a big       when he cut down the tree. 

8. Our baseball team is in a      and lost four games. 

9. Can I help you       the gas, Dad? 

10. The       stands behind home plate. 

11. A camel stores water in its       . 

 

Word Bank 
bump    jump   dump  pump  stump  

clump        ump   lump   grump  thump  

slump  

 

 



Crossword Puzzle: ump 
 

 

1      2  3   

    4       

           

  5         

        6   

       7    

8           

           

     

Across Down 

 2.  full and round; chubby   1.  a grouchy person 

 5.  a group or a bunch   2.  a machine that moves water 

 7.  to knock into someone   3.  a referee for baseball 

 8.  a swollen place; a chunk   4.  the bottom of a cut down tree 

    6.  leap on two feet 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Word Bank 

      plump  pump   ump    stump  bump  

grump  jump   lump    clump   

      

 

 



 

     Circle and Write 

 

Look at the picture in each box. Circle the word that matches the picture. Write 

the word on the lines. 

 

1.              

                                          jump 

                     June 

2.              

                                          imp 

                     ump 

3.              

                                          group 

                     grump 

4.              

                                          pump 

                     pomp 

5.              

                                          lump 

                     lamp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


